where 2d is descriptive of the "diameter" of the pattern space occupied by the set; that is, it is a measure of spread. The "effective volume v" occupied by the given set of patterns in terms of points in the total binary space is m < v = 22d = 2n/2A < 2n points. If the source consists of all possible patterns but they occ?r with unequal frequency then A will exceed zero and as the frequency of one pattern increases to predominate over all others the value of A increases towards n.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The matrix transformations presented here can be employed in the design of networks for analyzing binary patterns
[10], [12] , [14] . The three matrix transformations Rn, Un, and Un are nonsingular, so that if the observations are complete (all N-tuples) then the probability distribution of the patterns (given by F) can be obtained with the inverse matrices. The N and U transformations describe logic operations for the processing of pattern data and involve fewer operations (about one-half, direct or inverse) giving a computational advantage over the orthogonal R transformation. The latter has been used for processing two-dimensional pictures [17] and for generalized spectral analysis [2] . Moreover, the AND and NOR operations can be implemented in hardware for fast convenient processing and the results subsequently converted to the overall equivalent of the orthogonal R transformation with no net increase in computational complexity. All the transformations and inverses that exist can be calculated using fast algorithm techniques. Thus, different types of smoothing can be obtained from the different transformations by removing the higher order parameters and then applying the inverse transformations. For example, smoothing of binary pattern images occurs when higher order parameters in the orthonormal expansion are neglected [1] ; but, this can now be translated into a form that is applicable when NOR gates are used for data ac-*quisition. As an example of a quantity, descriptive of observed patterns, a measure of association has been defined for a set of binary patterns which can be derived from either the 
II. STRUCTURE OF THE MULTIPLIER
For the sake of simplicity, we shall use, wherever possible, the notation used by Atrubin. Suppose the two integers to be multiplied are
where m and n are arbitrary. Let the product be given by otherwise. The two other storage locations PP and K, respectively, act as the partial product bit register and the carry store. Initially, all the storage locations for the pair of multiplicand and multiplier bits are in quiescent state Q and the partial product bit register PP and carry store K contain zero.
III. DEFINITION OF BINARY OPERATOR 0
In order to clearly show the difference between our algorithm and Atrubin's algorithm and for the ease of expression, we define first a new binary operator @.
Let the binary operator @ have the two operands U and V and suppose W= Ue V where either or both of the operands can be in state g or Q.
Clearly there are three possible cases.
Case 1: When both operands U and V are in state g, say g(m) and g(n), respectively. 
IV. MULTIPLICATION ALGORITHMS A. Atrubin's Algorithm Atrubin's algorithm for the calculation of the contents of the partial product register and carry store of each cell can be concisely expressed in terms of our newly defined operator as follows. We must consider two cases. The final product bit p(i) is given by PP'-the value of the partial product register of cell 1 at time t = i.
It can be easily verified that relation (5) inthe definition of the operator 0 is equivalent in effect to Atrubin's method of representing state Q as g(k) encircled, computing their contribution using relation (4) and then halving the contribution of the circled entries before being summed.
B. Our Algorithm
The contents of the product digit register PP and carry store K of any cell j for all j at time t are given by PPt = G(TSLjt, LSLjt, USLj, TSLjt+l, PPjt -Kjt-) = Gj, mod 2 (13) (16) A proof that the expression (16) correctly calculates the product digits p (i) can be found in [2] .
V. EXAMPLE
As an example, we present in Fig. 1 the solution to the example given in Fig. 6 of-Atrubin's paper. The two integer operands to be multiplied are A = 000110100111011 B = 000000101111101.
The corresponding product P is given by P = 000100111011000011001111. 
